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CHALLENGE

Rural King is America’s Farm and Home store; their 
product offering includes all types of farm supplies, 
clothing, housewares, livestock feed, agricultural parts, 
and even toys. 
In 1997, Rural King launched their e-commerce presence in order to offer products to customers in 
areas where there may not be a brick and mortar location. As an organization, they are customer-centric 
and focused on delivering the best possible shopping experience to their customers.

Frustration with the ability to easily find products through the site search feature had become an all 
too common customer complaint and one that Dan Carey, Online Marketing Manager for Rural King, 
wanted to address. In addition to customer dissatisfaction with the relevancy of search results, the 
merchandising workbench for their existing on-site search solution was not meeting the needs of  
the business.

Carey launched an initiative to find and implement a new site search platform that delivered  
contextually relevant search results and had a robust and easy-to-use merchandising workbench. 
Additionally, the team at Rural King was looking for a technology provider that had in-depth 
experience in working with large data sets and a proven track record of innovation and customer 
partnership after the sale.

“One of our frustrations with the site search vendor we had in place was their lack of responsiveness 
when it came to troubleshooting problems and developing solutions to help us grow our business,” 
stated Carey.

For Rural King, key site search feature requirements must include:
• Out-of-the-Box Relevancy – A site search solution able to deliver contextually relevant  

search results out-of-the-box and with minimal tuning.

• URL Redirects – Ability to control the results page based on an individual query.

• Dynamic Landing Pages – Functionality that enables the merchandising team to create  
custom landing pages based on customer demographics, marketing campaigns, and  
on a query-by-query basis.

• Consistent Site-wide Faceted Navigation – Intuitive navigation that allows shoppers to  
filter product results by one or more product attribute such as price, color, brand, or rating.

• User-Friendly Merchandising Workbench – Robust merchandising workbench that  
enables business users to create and implement merchandising rules to personalize  
the shopping experience.

Finding the right technology solution was only part of the equation. The solutions provider also had to 
be customer-centric, e-commerce savvy, creative, responsive, and flexible.
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SOLUTION
Rural King selected Hawk Search, an advanced site search and 
e-merchandising platform, after evaluating several site search 
solutions. As a platform-agnostic, feature-rich e-commerce site 
search and e-merchandising platform, Hawk Search offered all 
of the site search features that Rural King required and the team 
took the time to understand the unique business requirements 
and recommend solutions.

Hawk Search Features Include:

• Intelligent Search — Hawk Search tracks each shopper’s  
behavior and uses it to continuously improve the relevancy of 
the product selection based on customer preferences.

• Dynamic Navigation — Lead customers to the products they  
are searching for or browsing by making it easy for them to  
filter by one or more product attribute
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• E-merchandising Suite — A robust merchandising workbench 
enables marketers to utilize the right blend of technology  
and customer behavior to deliver the right product to the  
right customer at the right time.

• Predictive Product Recommendations — More than a dozen 
product recommendation strategies are available to personal-
ize the shopping experience, delight your customers a tailored 
shopping experience, and increase conversions.

• Visitor Targets — Segment your customers by virtually any 
demographic data you have available and target content,  
promotions, and products based on the data collected and 
known information.

• Dynamic Landing Pages — Business users easily create  
custom landing pages that are unique for a marketing  
campaign, a visitor target, or even an individual customer.

RESULTS
Rural King experienced positive results immediately after implementing Hawk Search. Customer engagement with the site search feature 
increased notably and calls regarding a poor search experience virtually disappeared overnight.

“Since implementing Hawk Search we’ve seen a dramatic improvement in product 
findability and the relevance of search results,” elaborated Carey. “We’ve also been 
very impressed with the Hawk Search team and the way that they have continued 
to partner with us after the implementation.”

The Hawk Search merchandising workbench has made it much easier for the team at Rural King to create and manage merchandising rules 
that improve the customer experience, making it a successful and winning partnership for customers, Rural King, and Hawk Search alike.


